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List of terminology and concepts 

Summary 

ID CR01 

Initiative ECRIS 

Short 

description 

Common list of terminology and concepts regarding the criminal 

records 

Owner DG Justice 

Contact JUST-CRIMINAL-RECORD@ec.europa.eu 

Type Framework 

Sub-Type Specification 

Context Cross-border 

Base Registry 

type 

Business (criminal records) 

Operating 

model 

Definitions and concepts to be consider in the context of Criminal 

Records Business 

IPR Not Available/Not Found 

Status Operational 

More details 

Aggregated 

business need 

ABN-1 Need for common understanding of data entities 

ABN-9 Need for controlled vocabularies 

Functionalities Terminology and common concepts to be used 

by all stakeholders in the context of the ECRIS data exchanges: 

- ECRIS Software: the software tool that performs the electronic 

data exchanges between two central authorities. As such it refers to 

both the national implementations and to the ECRIS Reference 

Implementation. 

- Alias: refer to a full nominal identity that may be completely 

different from the primary nominal identity under which a convict has 

been registered, including differing fore- and surnames,  differing 

sex, differing parent’s names, differing birth date and location, 

differing addresses, etc. 

- Offence: is understood in the context of ECRIS as a violation or 

breach of the penal law. An offence can range from a simple 

misdemeanour (e.g. a traffic violation) to a felony (e.g. capital 

murder). 

- Sanction: is understood as a punishment that can either be a 

penalty or other means of enforcement used to provide incentives 

for obedience with the law, or with rules and regulations. 



- Conviction: comparing to the definition stated in the Council 

Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA, the term is slightly generalised 

and understood as any final decision by a competent authority that 

a natural person is guilty of one or more offences and for which 

appropriate sanctions are declared, to the extent that these 

decisions are entered in the criminal record of the convicting 

Member State. 

- Decision: is understood as any final decision from a competent 

authority, to the extent that these are recorded in the criminal 

records register of the convicting Member State and that are thus 

subject to be transmitted between the Member State’s central 

authorities through ECRIS. 

- Suspension: before the execution of the sanction, it can refer to 

the fact that all or part of the execution of the sanction is not being 

enforced under certain conditions fulfilled by the convicted person, 

such as that the convicted person behaves correctly during a certain 

period of time, the fact that the person has never been convicted 

before, mitigating circumstances of the offence, etc. (such 

conditions are specific and depend on the national legislations of 

the Member States). 

- Postponement: before the execution of the sanction, it can also 

refer to the fact that the execution of the sanction is postponed in 

time due to special circumstances, but without avoidance of part or 

all of the execution of the sanction. 

 - Interruption: during the execution, it refers to the fact that the 

execution of a sanction is stopped temporarily, due to special 

circumstances affecting the convicting person such as the person’s 

medical condition, special professional or family reasons, etc. This 

does not lead to the avoidance of the execution of the sanction. 

- Revocation: is the decision to cancel a suspension and thus to 

enforce the execution of the part of the sanction that was previously 

declared in the conviction but for which the execution was not 

enforced. 

- Conversion: refers to the replacement of a sanction by another 

sanction being decided by a competent authority after the initial 

conviction took place. It can possibly occur during the execution of 

the initial sanction for any special circumstance affecting the 

convicting person such as the person’s medical condition, special 

professional, family reasons, etc. 



- Alternative Sanction: rather applies to the initial conviction in which 

right away the convicting court decides to pronounce a sanction that 

is not the usual sanction foreseen for the offences that have been 

committed by the convicted person. 

- Overall Sanction: it corresponds to cases where a person has been 

convicted and must execute several sanctions as result of these 

convictions. A competent authority within some Member States may 

issue a decision that replaces the individual sanctions by a single 

sanction. 

- Remission: of a sanction relates to a form of forgiveness and is 

understood as a decision issued by a competent authority that 

diminishes the sanction that was initially foreseen in the conviction. 

- Pardon: also refers to a form of forgiveness and has identical 

consequences than the remission described earlier. In particular, it 

can also be partial or relate to the complete sanction or conviction; 

it may as well lead to the end of execution of the sanction depending 

on when it is decided and may lead to the removal of the conviction 

from the person’s criminal records. 

- Amnesty: does not imply forgiveness but rather annuls the illicit 

nature of an offence under certain conditions, indicating a reason to 

overlook of forget such offences. As a consequence, it affects thus 

a whole group of convicted persons and not a specific case. 

- End of Sanction: marks the moment when the sanction is deemed 

completed. 

- Rehabilitation: refers to the complete discharge for the person 

convicted of the effects of a past conviction. 

- Judicial Annulment: refers to the discharge of a convicted person 

from the effects of a conviction that has been previously sentenced 

and possibly already inscribed in the criminal records register. 

- Obligatory Information: means that the Member States have a 

legal obligation to provide the information unless Not Found in 

individual. As defined above, this applies only to a specific and well-

defined set of information elements transmitted in notifications.  

- Mandatory Information: means that there is an operational 

necessity to provide the information and that a value must be 

provided from a technical stand-point, but this does not imply a legal 

obligation or duty. 



Design 

Architecture 

Not Available/Not Found 

Technologies Not Available/Not Found 

Specifications Not Available/Not Found 

Management Not Available/Not Found 

Governance ECRIS’s governance model applies to all ECRIS’s solutions. The 

chart below represents the organisational model: 

 
Sustainability Not Available/Not Found 
Documentation http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-11273-2011-

REV-1/en/pdf  

ADMS Not Available/Not Found 

Current Users 26 Member Sates 

EIRA 

View Semantic view 

Building Block Reference Data 

Reusability 

Landscape  
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http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-11273-2011-REV-1/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-11273-2011-REV-1/en/pdf


Criteria 

Not Applicable

Positive answer

Negative answer

IPR and licenses Legal Suitability of 
documentation

Maturity Extensibility

Designed for re-use
Planned re-use or 
extension to other 

domains 

Maintenance and 
support

Use of standardsScalability

Actual Reuse 
GranularityLanguage and 

location suitability

Impacts Testability

Not Available/Not Found

 
 


